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Julia  B. Wright 
Staff Writer 
Despite
 leading by a 
1 percent mar-










As of 11:30 
p.m. Tuesday,
 Gonzales 
had 50.2 percent 
of




 will be the
 63rd 
mayor of 
San  Jose and 
will  take the 
city into 
the 21st century 
He addressed the crowd
 of over 200 
supporters
 at the San Jose 
Hyatt  hotel 
with a message
 to the young 
people.  






 away from 
drugs  
and gangs - you can 
be
 whatever you 




 will be the first
 
Latino mayor in San 
Jose since it was 
first 
incorporated in 1850. 
Mayor Susan 
Hammer,
 who cannot 
run again because
 of term limits, 
will  




Hammer  was first 
elected  in 
November
 1990 and won 
re-election  in 
June 1994. 
The vi or 
who  takes office
 in 
January  will govern 
about 5,300 
employess and 









 employee of 
the city 
manager department
 in San 
Jose, who
 attended the 
party 
Gonzales served 
on the Santa Clara 
County 
Board  of Supervisors 
from 
1989-1997 and previously
 served eight 
years on the 
Sunnyvale  city council 
before moving to San Jose. 
At first, Dando came 
out strong with 







See Gonzales, pige 
Kevin Sullivan)
 Spartan Daily 
Mayoral candidate 
Ron  Gonzales celebrates
 his self-proclaimed
 victory over Pat 
Dando  Tuesday night at 
the 
Airport
 Hyatt. San Jose 
Mayor Susan 
Hammer  introduced 
him to the crowd 
of 200 as the new
 mayor -elect. 
Gonrales












By Hugo Nibs ra 
Stall V. nes 
Cindy Chavez, thto
 can 'i.lat. 
the 3rd district of the San .se 
Council, 
received a standin tvat 1.qt 
and 
chants  of "Si se puedt or 
can b done," as she entertd mem 
full of union members Tuesd. 
night. 
As of 11 30 p.m Tuesday, with 12 
of
 
pre c incts rep  ting, 
Chavi
  
was ahead with 1,4tt 
percent,
 over
 her el ponent,
 
'1 ly 
West, who had 1,338 vote, or 48.7 
percent. 










said at the campaign party. 




which covers the 
downtown area, 




Chavez,  p, 
're 6 












As of 11:30 p.m. Tuesday, with 25 
percent of precincts reporting, 
Republican candidate 
Tom 
Campbell was ahead of Democrat 
Dick Lane in the race for the House 
of Representatives in 
the 15th 
Congressional  District. 
As of press time, Campbell had 
61 percent of the vote at 23,274. San 
Jose State University professor 
Lane was trailing with 37 percent of 
the  vote at 14,304. 
It was the second time the two 




The 15th Congressional District 
covers 
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Ry Olent/ Spartan Daily 
Cindy 
Chavez  and Assemblyman Mike 
Honda,  (D -San Jose), celebrate 
Chavez's
 narrow lead in the 
San Jose City Council 
race  Tuesday night 
at
 the  
AFL-CIO Labor Council 
Building.
 Chavez 
led  51.3 to 48 
percent as 
of









By Cecilia Afzellus-Alm  
Staff  Writer 
About 
50 people, including former Mayor Tom 
McEnery and Councilman David Pandori, came 
to wish Tony West good luck during
 his race for 
the 3rd district city council seat. 
At 9:30 p.m. on Tuesday, West walked through 
the door to his 
campaign headquarters on South 
Second Street in downtown San Jose. The race 
for city council between candidates Cindy 
Chavez and West was close. Only 2.6 percent az 
69 votes differed the two at 11:30 p.m., with 
Chavez in the lead. West had received 1,3313 
votes and Chavez 1,407. 
Despite the close race, West
 was
 calmer than 
many
 of his campaign volunteers and family. 
"I'm not nervous," West said.
 'We've worked as 
hard as 
we can, and 
we've  done the best
 we can! 
The city 
council  seat will






of term limits. 
See 




crime  laws should  be 




 than straight life 
people
 
should stop using 
Matthew 
Shepard's
 death as 
a vehicle 
to include gays and 
lesbians in hate crime 
laws. 
Gays and lesbians, as well as 
other minority groups, have 
always been a target of crimes, 
sadly, because of things they 
can-
not control. 
It's a cold reality, 
but offenses 
against gays and 
lesbians should 
not be placed
 in a special category 
such as hate crimes.
 
Including  gays and lesbians in 
hate crime laws would only place greater emphasis on 
the victims' sexual 
orientation  and less emphasis on the 
actual crime committed. 
Murder is 
murder,  and assault is assault, regardless 
of the victim's sexual orientation.
 
People must understand
 that these are not crimes 
against a particular group. 
These  are crimes against 
human beings. 
Making a separate crime category for offenses
 
against gays and lesbians would also jeopardize the 
prosecution of perpetrators. 
Prosecuting murderers under a gay hate crime law 
would undermine the severity of the crime in some
 
jurors' minds. Gay bashing is still out there, and many 
people are still homophobic. Motives such as hatred 
against gays could be easily rejected by homophobic 
jurors and could result  in hung juries, less severe penal-
ties, or worst 
of all, acquittals. 
Imagine how horrible it would be to see the guilty 
walk away just because of a questionable motive. 
Imagine the injustice that will be done if perpetrators 
get away with crimes just because some jurors are 
homophobic. 
Most importantly, the life of a gay man or a lesbian 
woman is not worth more than the life of a straight man 
or woman, just as the lives of whites and blacks are 
equal. 
Shepard's case should not get any special treatment 
just because he was gay. The beating and murder of a 
straight man is not a lesser crime. 
Shepard was beaten to death in Wyoming last month, 
allegedly because of his sexual orientation. Wyoming is 
one of the nine states which do not have hate crime 
laws, let alone hate crime legislation that includes gays 
and lesbians as targets of hate crimes. 






and  longer 
prison  
terms for those convicted under these laws. Out of llw 
41 states, only 21 include crimes against gays and les-
bians. 
Hate crime legislation should be abolished altogether 
Prosecutors shouldn't be any  tougher in going after 
those who commit crimes against minority groups. 
The murder of a straight man and a gay man should 
be treated in the same manner. 
The same aggressive prosecution should also apply to 
killers of blacks, whites, Asians, Latinos, Christians, 
Muslims, the rich and the poor. 
The law should give the same stiff penalties regard-
less of the 
victim's
 sexual orientation, race or religious 
beliefs.
 
The lives of straight people and gays are 
equal.
 
Lisa Marie F. Arellano is a Spartan Daily staff writer 
Talking Heads 
'They should



































think if you commit a 
crime against someone
 for 

















































murder  of 
Matthew 




spotlight  on 
the discussion





 federal  law 
nor most 
states include gays 
and  lesbians 
among those who
 can be victims 
of a hate crime. Of the 
41 states 
that have hate crime 




sexual  discrimination. 
Wyoming  where Shepard, a 
gay college student
 was brutally 
beaten, tied to a fence and left to die 
 has no hate 
crime law of any kind. 
Granted, the two high-school dropouts who are 
accused of Shepard's murder would probably not have 
been influenced 
by
 a law if it had been on the books, but 
that doesn't mean the laws shouldn't be there. 
Protection is needed for homosexuals who live in fear of 
being violently attacked or killed. Some people feel it is 
socially acceptable to harass and beat up gays. 
The much -needed Hate Crime Prevention Act would 
amend current federal law to include real or perceived 
sexual orientation, gender and disability as criteria for 
a hate crime.
 Current laws already allow investigation 
and prosecution
 on the basis of race, religion, natural 
origin and color, but not sexual orientation. 
While 
educatien is the most important venue
 to 
increase tolerance for different sexual
 orientations and 
change dangerous bigotry, we still need 
to prosecute  
criminals who 
substitute violence for words.
 Passing 
the
 Hate Crime Prevention Act would 
be a step in the 
right direction. 
It is also 
important  to hold people
 liable for creating
 
a hostile, hateful
 atmosphere that 
might encourage 
simple-minded  people 
to act out. 
America in 
general  needs 
protection  from 
people
 like 
the Rev. Fred 
Phelps from a 
Topeka,









 to be a man of 
God, 
but 
apparently  feels 
someone
 who is 
homosexual  is less 
than 
human. This is a 
man who takes it 
upon himself 
to tell people that




 he is creating.
 Perhaps Phelps
 himself is 
guilty
 
of hate crimes. 
Is there any 




 a person can 
be a target 
of
 a hate crime 
because of his









 has been trying
 to 
handle these crimes
 only dating 
back




Act. It was followed
 by the 
Violent Crime 









when  a  crime is 
proven to 
have
 been a 
hate
 crime. If 
congress  passes 
the Hate 
Crime  Prevention
 Act, the 



















that  federal 
prosecutors










 do so. 
It's 







 for a 
hate
 crime. 





alone  will 


















 to a 
solution.  
Tern 
i Thorp is a Spartan
 Daily staff writer 
Should  
crimes against 







 think it would have to 
be 
on a case -by -case basis.' 
'Yes, they should, because 
if they are being targeted 
because of their sexual orien-
tation, then I 
would  consider 





 wrong to do some-
thing 
to
 someone based on 
























James Schmidt Gabriel 


























Compiled  by Adam 








































































 50 percent, which is 
unrepresentative









select  group of 
people





future  of 
their  city and 
country
 




who  use 
such





make a difference" 
and "I want to 
vote,
 
but  I 
have  to work, drive home, 
make  dinner,
 




If calling you an idiot doesn't get you angry 
enough for you to vote - 
which it won't because 
you are 
a lazy 
moron  anyway - 
listen
 to this. 
I voted on 
Tuesday. 
Do you see the sheepish grin on my face? A 
person like myself who only cares about profes-
sional wrestling, getting laid and being drunk has 
decided on who and what will run the country. 
My one voice will represent millions of people 
in California. 
Your voice will not even be heard. 
That is because you are too busy crying about 
how the 
government  doesn't represent you, the 
unfairness of affirmative action, Prop. 187
 and 
Prop. 227. 
Well, there is a simple solution. Get a gun. I'll 
even help you do it, because people 
who don't believe in the power of one 
voice  should end their miserable exis-
tence. 
A 
couple  of days ago, I received an 
e-mail from an 
unnamed person who 
thought my 
columns were crap. 
The person was quick to point out 
how my literary work 
never  had a 
point, how I wasn't funny and how my 
picture made me look full of it. 




So, guess what? This anonymous 
individual is the only person who took 
enough 
time to express his/her/its 
dissatisfaction with my work. 
The e-mail 
is 
representative  of 




my columns suck. 
Everyone
 
thinks  I cannot 
even
 begin to satisfy 
women sexually. 
Everyone thinks this column in front of 
your  




person  can say anything he/she/it wants
 
because he/she/it took the time 





voters  the same 
power.  
The only thing non -voters
 have is a lack of 
credibility when 
discussing  the political climate 
today. 
The next time non
-voters  have an urge to dis-
cuss politics, they need to remember three things.
 
Shut the hell up. 
Get a gun. 
And you let a guy like me - who cannot satis-
fy women sexually - 
decide who and what will 
run this country. 
Jon Ftru 
is the Spartan Daily managing editor 
His column appears  every
 Wednesday. 
I I I II 
1.1)11(m
 




 the Carl's Jr. decision 
was 
handled  is pathetic. 
There's no excuse for this. 
Just because of an unproven 
accusation 
that a former 
owner, founder and stockholder 
of Carl's Jr. may have con-
tributed towards a politician 
who made a proposition 
against homosexuals, is no rea-
son to end the deal. 
Whatever happened to inno-
cent until proven guilty? Was 
the issue about discrimination? 
Well,
 kicking Carl's Jr. out is 
doing exactly what Carl 
Karcher is accused of. 
Do we 
discriminate
 or even 
shut down businesses
 just 
because a stockholder is an 
African -American, Asian, Neo-
Nazi, or Jewish?
 I think not. 
Especially a group that's 
promoting equal human rights 
and anti -discrimination. It 
would be hypocritical if 
they 
did discriminate.
 And also, 
since when does a minority 
group make the choices? 
Minority 
compared  to the 
whole 
student
 body, that is. 
The students 
of
 SJSU should 
be the
 ones who decide 
whether 
Carl's  Jr. is in or out. 
Plus, from what 
I've heard, 
there's a policy about
 not dis-
criminating.
 If something isn't 
done about this, I 
expect some 










promises  efforts to 
increase faculty 
salary 
M he California State 
University and the 
California Faculty Association 
are continuing the collective 
bargaining process. As this 
process goes forward, I want to 
make sure that our students 
realize the CSU is doing every-
thing we can to compensate our 
faculty fairly. 
With the action taken by the 
CSU Board of Trustees last 
week, we have 
a real opportuni-
ty to begin to close the CSU fac-
ulty salary gap. The board is 
recommending to 
the  governor  
that next year's budget include 
a 6 percent average pay raise 
for all faculty. Combined with 
the 5 percent average raise 
offered this year, that will pro-
vide an average
 of 11 percent 
over the next two-year period. 
For both years, the proposed 
performance pay plan has been 
expanded dramatically to 
include significantly more facul-
ty than in the previous plan. In 
fact, two to three times the 
number of faculty will receive 
performance pay under the new 
plan, which is 
faculty -directed, 
and thus allows for ample cam-
pus flexibility. 
The faculty salary gap refers 
to a CPEC study that has been 
accepted by the CFA. It showed 
that our faculty are 
paid 11 
percent less than faculty at 20 
peer institutions, all of which 
have performance pay. With the 
board's action,
 we are confident 
that 
we
 can close that gap. 
Charles B. Reed 
Chancellor 
California State University 
















































































































































equity for all 
members - it is not criminals 
who "give up" their
 equity, it is 




Justice  is not 
simply
 a procedure by which we 
establish 
blame and exact retri-
bution.  
If the 
criteria by which we 
consider ourselves to be civi-
lized have merit, they must be 
applied uniformly. If 
mankind is 
to rise above the 
barbaric,  it 
must do as 
the best among us 
would do, 
not as the worst. We 
cannot  say something is good 
and then 
do
 the opposite. We 
cannot say murder is wrong and 
then turn around and do it. And 




 and beliefs are 
less than absolutely valid. A 
ship 
does  not stay afloat indefi-
nitely 
































































with  no 
pho-
tograph?  




 the Spartan hockey 
team 
suffered a tough loss
 to Palmer 




loyalties really lie. I 
thought  this was 
the
 "Spartan" 
Daily, not the 






 later that ship 
will 
sink. 
It is my belief 
that the con-
cept of justice subsumes 
all  
other considerations
 as an 
impelling, cohering 
force in our 
society; it is 
possibly the most 
unifying concept
 any society 
possesses.
 And, as 
shown  by 
David 
Kaczynski,  who 
recog-
nized 
the horror of 
his brother's 
crimes and
 turned him 
in, and 
expressed sorrow
 at the 
immense
 pain suffered
 by the 
victims and their 
families,  a 
sentence
 of life 
imprisonment  is 
"appropriate, just 
and civilized." 
This is a precept
 to which  our 
society must 
adhere
 if it is to 
continue its 
improvement
 as the 
most just 
society  in history. 





















Free dinner and discussion from 
5:30 - 7 
p.m.
 in the Campus 
Ministry Center, located at the cor-
ner of 10th and San Carlos streets. 
For 
more  information, call 
Katherine
 at 275-1346. 
SJSU
 Ballroom Dance Club 
Advanced beginning waltz from 
7 - 9 p.m. in 
Spartan
 Complex East 
Room 89. For more information, 
call Carmen 
at 924 -SPIN. 
School
 of Art and Design 
Student
 galleries art exhibits 




 call Scott or 
Jenny at 924-4330. 
Theatre Department 
"Die, Die, 
Diana" at 7 
p.m.
 in 
Hal Todd Theatre, 
located in Hugh 
Gillis Hall. For more information, 
call 924-4555. 
Library 
Donation  and Sales 
Unit 
Ongoing book 
sales  from 10 a.m. 
- 3 p.m. in Clark lobby and 
Wahlquist Library North Room 
408. For more information, call 
924-2705. 
Re -Entry Advisory Program 
(REAP) 
Brown bag 
lunch,  Juggling 
Roles front noon  
1:30  p.m. in the 
Student Union's 
Pacheco Room. For 
more information, call Jane 
Boyd 
at 924-5950 
Psi Chi and Career Center 
Career 
options  for psychology 
majors at 12:30 p.m in the Student 
Union's Guadalupe Room For more 
information, call Georgia Brier -
Bauder at 223-8520. 
CATHOLIC' CAMPUS 
MINISTRY  
Daily mass from 12:10 - 12:35 
p m and discussion: Catholic and
 
Contraception front
 5 - 630 p.m, in 
the Campus Ministry Center,
 locat-
ed at the corner of 10th and San 
Carlos streets. For more informa-









from 12:30 - 2:30 





Learn  While 
You Earn 




 Room and 
Co-op  
Workshop  at 5:30 
p.m. in the 
Almaden  Room. For 
more informa-




 at 7:30 
at 
80 E. Rosemary in San
 Jose. For 
more  information,






"Die, Die, Diana" at 7 p.m. in 
Hal Todd Theatre, located in Hugh
 




African American Studies 
Department 
Amiri Baraka poetry and jazz 
presentation
 at 7:30 p.m. and 
workshop at 
4.30
 p.m. in the Music 
Building Room 150. For more infor-




 Tsunami Anime 
Weekly meeting with video 
showing from 7 - 9:30 p.m.
 in 
Washington Square Hall Room 109. 
For 
more  information, call Ian at 
873-2534. 






 from University 
Health Services on safer sex at 
3:30 p.m in the 
Student  Union's 
Guadalupe Room.
 For more infor-










Peace  and Freedom at 3 
p.m. in the Student
 Union's 
Council  Chambers For 
more infor-
mation, call Karim at 
379-4950  
Campus Crusade for Christ 
"Nightlife" Christian Fellowship 
and Worship
 at 8 p.m in the Art 
Building Room 133. For 
more infor-




Weekly meeting at 1:30 p.m. in 
Duncan Hall 
Room
 345. Dr. Fee 
will be 
speaking
 on cardiac 
surgery. For more information,
 call 
Pedram 
Haljerian  at 669-6490. 
CATHOLIC  CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Daily 
mass
 from 12:10 - 12:35 
p.m. and Bible study Chapters 19 
and 20 of Luke 
from




ed at the corner 
of 10th and San 
Carlo. streets.
 For more informa-
tion, call Ginny




 and Design 
Student
 galleries 
art  exhibits 
from 
10
 a.m. - 4 p.m.



















 while you 
earn at 
12.30 p in.




















from  10 
a m. - 
noon
 in Central 
Classroom 
Building Room 
103.  $5 for stu 
dents,  faculty and 








The  Listening 
Hour 
Student highlights
 - Jennifer 
Me011i, playing 





12,30 - 115 p.m. in 
the Music 
Building's Concert
 Hall. For more 





















 Guide is provided free 
of 
charge to students. faculty and 
staff The 
deadline
 for entries IN WWI,  three days 
before desired publication
 date Entry 





 Space restrictions may 
reveal...
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Opinion  page 
policies 
Readers  are encouraged to 
express themselves on the
 Opinion page w iti, it 
Letter  to the Editor 
A 
Letter to the Editor is a 200
-word  response to an ISSIle 
point
 of view that has appeared 
in
 the Spartan Dail, 
Submissions become 
the  property of the Spartan 
Daily mid may be edited 60 
clarity grammar libel and 
length 
Submissions
 must contain the author's
 name, address, phone 
number, signature and 
major.  
Submissions may be 
put in the 1,etters to the 
Editor  box at the Spartan 
Daily
 Office in Dwight Berth -111,111
 Rooni 
209. sent by fax 
to14081924-3237.
 e-mail at SDAILYaltmc
 sou edu or mailed to the 
Spartan  Daily Opinion Editor 





University.  One Washington
 Square, San




 by, and are the consensus of, 
the Spartan Daily editors, not the
 staff. 
Published
 opinions and advertisement.,
 do not 
necessarily  
reflect
 the views of the 
Spartan Dalt. the School 
Journalism 














 and our 
promise 
of
 a great look. 
Give us a chance
 to 
cut 
your  hair. 
Let
 us prove 









for  reasonable 
rates; cut out
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football  a 
notes  
Brewer and Hodgins to 
stay on defense: 
Pleased with 
their play on 
the 
defensive side



















against  the 
University  of 
Utah
 and was in 
on a first-half
 sack. He was 




 played well. 
"He's done a nice job," 
Baldwin said of Hodgins, who 
normally plays running back. 
Brewer also rushed the 
quarterback and was used on 





 wanted to play" said 
Brewer, a defensive lineman 
in high school who has 
played  
tight end ever since. "We 
stopped 





 on offense 
and
 if getting 
on
 the field 
meant  playing 
(defensive)  
tackle, I was fine 





 with a rubber
 cast on 
his left index 
finger. He broke 
his knuckle in 
practice  earlier 






For the fifth time
 this sea-
son,























includes  the 
lineback-




remain  the 
Sait
 






















In the second 
half, I think we 
just  got tired." 
Problems 









said the Secret 
Society  of' 
Assassins
 - the 
name  given 
to tie 
is  en 
coverage
 teams  
didn't




't es returned three
 kicks 
for 165 yards,
 including a 
90 -
yard touchdown










 with some of 
his , 




in for the 
injured Tim 
Morgan. "He was 
supposed to 
kick to the 
sideline but he 
kicked
 it up the 
middle." 
Morgan could
 not kick off 
because
 he injured 
his  ankle. 
It didn't 
affect  his punting 
though. He had 
arguably  his 
best day this 
year,  averaging 
40.7  yards a 
punt. 
One streak contin-
ues, another stops: 





touchdown for the fourth 
straight game. The 
nine -yard 
touchdown was his 
fifth  of the 





Newell  failed to reach paydirt 
for the first time in six games. 
He had caught a touchdown 
pass in the last five games 
and was one away from tying 
the record. He has already 
tied
 the career receiving 




Whitaker a busy 
man: 
If Whitaker 
keeps  up his 
current pace, he will break 
the record for most kickoff 
returns and most yardage in a 
single season. He is currently 
ranked 29th in the NCAA 
with a 24.2 -yard average on 
kickoff returns. 
Whitaker added 165 more 
return yards to his season 
total of 945. He also had his 
fifth game of 200 or more all-
purpose yards. 
"He's
 done a nice job 
returning
 kicks for us," 
Baldwin said. 
Kasteler gets nod: 
Despite completing less 




start  against 
Hawaii. 
Kasteler
 completed 20 of 
45 passes for 215
 yards, much 
of which came 
after the game 
had been decided. 
"I did not play good 
enough," Kasteler said 
after 
the game.
 "That is very frus-
trating." 
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 sells for 
;dined $85, is 
a mid -cut with a 
2 -
inch -long 
window in the heel. 
nu, words "Nike 
Air"  are on the 
outside tongue of the
 shoe, and 
the 
word "Team" appears





returned  to the 
place where 
they were pur-
chased to receive 
a replacement 
pair of 








call Nike at 1-800-
:144-6453

















to SJSU squad 
By Jeremiah Oshan 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Regardless of how many games the 
Spartan men's basketball team wins this 
season, new coach Phil Johnson 
promises  at 
least one change: the team should be more 
exciting. 
Johnson brought the "run -and -gun" style 
of offense played at the University of Arizona 
where he was an assistant
 coach for the last 
five years. 
"We should be a 
higher -scoring team this 
year," Johnson said. "We are going to play a 
more attack -oriented, entertaining style." 
In his five years
 with Arizona, Johnson 
went 
to












 year's San Jose State
 
University 
squad does not appear 
to
 have  
anyone of that 
caliber,  improvement is 
inevitable. 
Last year,
 SJSU was the 
lowest -scoring 
team in the 
Western Athletic 
Conference, 
scoring an average 
of
 59.7 points per game 
while 
giving up an 







 programs, to which
 
SJSU  belongs, was 71.4 
points  per game. 
"Last year, we were
 more inclined to slow 
it 
up,"
 said forward Will Trawick,
 a returning 
starter. "Now
 we'll get out and run." 
The decision to 
change  the Spartans' style 
was not 




 it was a decision based 
more on necessi-
ty. 
"Our style fits our 
personnel," Johnson 
said. "The biggest goal is 
to win games and 
we will play with the style
 that gives us the 
best chance to do that." 
Mike Mertens is the 
only
 Spartan over 7 
feet tall  he is 7 -foot -1  and the
 next 
tallest player is the 
6 -foot -9 Shaun Murray. 
It is 
safe
 to say SJSU will not be pounding 
the ball inside too often. 
"We lack in size a 
bit, but we have good 
speed and quickness," Johnson said. "We 
should be better defensively, too." 
The Spartans
 will also employ a  more
 
aggressive defense, which means more full -
court 
pressure.  At the very least this should
 
mean higher -scoring games. 
The players charged with making 
the. sys-
tem work should bear a striking resemblance 
to last year's team. Four starters will return 
along with two others. 
Murray, Shawn McCullough, Michael 
Quinney and Trawick are returning starters 
from last year's 2-21 squad. The only starter 
who left was Marmot Williams, the team's 
captain and leader 
in virtually every catego-
ry 
Just because the makeup of the team may 
not be all that different, it doesn't mean the 
attitude. or the play 
will be the same. 
"We are more confident this year," 
McCullough said. "('oach  Johnson has shown 
ht. knows how 
to
 win and you can sew  that in 
practice. It seems like
 the program is going 
in the right direction." 
Even more important, the players think 
Johnson 
is here for the long haul. 
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Spartan  Dail% 
Phil Johnson, the San 
Jose  State University Spartans basketball teams'
 new head coach, 
watches as his team 
practices. Picked to finish last in the 
Western Athletic Conference this 
season, the Spartans
 first game will be 
Thursday  night at Spartan 
Event  Center. They will be 
playing




 Jeff Jacoway, a junior 
college transfer from 
Mesa,  Ariz. "You can 
tell he's here to build the 
program."  
Gary 
Patterson,  the one returning 
coach, 
has also seen
 a change. 
"(Johnson)  is very, very 
aggressive in 
every aspect of coaching," 
Patterson said. 
"You 
can see it in independent 
workouts
 and 
practice. This year we want
 to dictate the 
tempo instead of the other
 way around." 
He also said no one

















was  hired March 
25, which is well
 after 
most high
 school seniors 
have signed a 
letter  
of intent 




impressive  bunch. 
Among the new 
players
 are four junior col-
lege transfers:
 Ben Sanders, who
 in 1996 was 
the 
Los Angeles high 
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 Jacoway, who 
as a freshman 
was  
named  to the all


















transfers  RJ 
Powell,
 a senior. 
and 
redshirt 




 did little  to 
impress 
fellow  WAC 
coaches,  who picked
 
SJSU 
to repeat as 
the  conference 
doormat. 
If anything,
 the obvious 
lack
 of respect has
 
made  the 
Spartans
 job as 
little
 easier. 
"It takes all 






















SJSU,  but 
he has 





the  WAC 
title in 
the  next 
four 
or
 five. years," 
Johnson
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out on the 
town  in 
San Francisco. Richard, a 
22 -year -old from 
San 
Jose, has a dream to 













































At one of 
the local gay 
clubs  in San Jose. 
the
 bath-
room has no doors. Here, Richard 
tries  to get a better 
look at the mans "package." Not
 only does he get a 
good look,  but he 
gets
 a nice kiss from the stranger as 
well. 
Richard 
said  he is very 
promiscuous
 and very 
sexual. He is comfortable 
with his sexuality and thinks 
more people 
should be open to the gay community.
 
Whenever Richard 
shops for shoes, 
he's 
bound  to get 
odd looks
 from other 
shoppers.
 He said 
he could
 get his 
shoes at second-
hand stores,
 but the 
big department  
stores have a better 
selection. 
When  Richard 
dresses up 
as 
a woman, he 
calls  himself 
"Idalias  Houston".









 can be a 
"full  woman." 
For 



























big dream is 
to some day 
win  Miss Gay 
America.
 
While  driving 
back  to San 
Jose 
from a night












tion and gets him to pull
 off
 the 
next exit. Richard, 
dressed
 as a 
woman jumps out of his car and 
into the stranger's
 car. Five min-
utes later he got back into his 
car. 
"That  was the quickest
 hand 





111F4  1. 
Boxer's  



















































was  strongly 
support-
edy
 by women, 
organized labor
 
and blacks and 











in the suburbs 
of 
Southern California 
and  in the 
farm -rich Central 
Valley, but 
Boxer  easily carried the state's 
two 
population  centers  Los 
Angeles city and
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waves the month before the elec-
tion, and the newspaper disclo-
sure that Fong contributed 
$50,000 to a conservative, anti -
gay, anti -abortion religious lobby 
in Orange County. 
One Boxer supporter said the 
$50,000 donation was "icing on 
the cake" in his opposition to 
Fong. 
"I think people have 
understi-
mated the power of the gay vote 
across the country. She's consis-
tently supported people in our 
community, she's consistently 
been there for gays, lesbians and 
transgenders," said Gary 
Virginia, a gay man with AIDS 





at a Newport Beach 
hotel, did not comment on 
Boxer's declaration. 
An exit poll based on inter-
views with voters
 as they left 
precincts  across the state 
said 




 to win. 
With  43 
percent of precincts 
reporting, 
Boxer had 
1,254,857,  or 50 
per-
cent, to Fong's 
1,113,840,
 or 46 
percent. The
 exit poll 
was  con-
ducted by Voter 
News
 Service for 
The  Associated 




voted  after four 
weeks of 
Boxer's 

































before  the 
election.
 But by 
then, it 




















































































marriage  to 
President 
Clinton  








 Tony  
and 
was 
criticized  for 
being relative-
ly silent on 
the Clinton-
Lewinsky scandal. The scandal 
dominated the early stages of 
the campaign but appeared
 to 
have little impact on  
the out-














handgun  and 
assault  





 is the son of 
March 
Fong
 Eu, a Democrat












 a flat 
tax on 
income
 over $36,000, 
no new 
controls on assault 
weapons  and 
privatizing 






















candidate  for District


















bases with a team
 at 
West's campaign for a year. every house." 
"(West)  is the best quali- Tom Saggau, 
community 
fled candidate,"
 Pandori said, coordinator for the City of 
"He's got a great mind and San Jose, was one of the vol-
good experience. unteers for West. 
"He has also been involved "I did this on my own 
in 
the city." time," Saggau said. 
West 
works for the govern- "We took Tony to bingo  
ment as a federal prosecutor nights, pizza places, senior 
in San Jose. centers and doughnut shops 
He earned his bachelor's to meet as many people as 
degree at Harvard University possible," she said. 
and his law degree at SJSU student Megan 
Stanford University. Anderson,
 currently an 
"Not many people would intern
 at President Robert 
choose 
what  he's done," Caret's office, said she sup-
Pandori said. 
ports West because she 
"He is a federal prosecutor thinks 
he would be the best 
but wants to be on the city for city council. 
council," he said. 
"He has lived in the down -
Margaret Tamisiea, West's town
 area significantly 
campaign manager 
and  a San longer than his opponent," 
Jose  State University alum-
 Anderson said. 
na, said the campaign 
was "He is concerned
 about 
going 
great.  students 
at San Jose State 
"We 
have had a lot of 









neighborhoods  in 
our  matter," she 
said. 
district have 
helped a lot," 
One of West's
 major con -
she said. 
cerns 18 




















streets  and creating 
During  the 
weekend,  vol- 
police  substations
 in key 
unteers had 









 in the 
town  district 
three times. 
neighborhoods,"
 West said. 
"Tony  walked 
every  district 
"Now we don't 








is a problem. 
They (the offi-
from the
 grass roots. 
cers) would
 walk or ride 
a 
Five houses 
in the neigh- 
bike to get to 
know  the neigh-
borhood  opened up 






































































































































































































































































































Palada,  who 
works 







































 the exit 
poll  indicated






"Republicans,  they tend







John Kaysing, 42, of 





 Davis but 
voted  
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Chavez: 
Continued from page 1 
The area is 
bounded  by high-
ways 101, 87 and 
Interstate  
280. The council seat is being 
vacated by David Pandori 
because of term limits. 
After speaking at the 
cam-
paign party, Chavez 
was  con-




volunteers hours before 
they
 





San Jose Mayor 
Susan 
Hammer gave
 a speech at the 
party.
 
"I think you are 
standing 
among candidates who 





 of Chavez. 
Chavez's opponent, 
Tony 




The contest between Chavez 
and West seemed like a dispute 
between labor and business 
because
 Chavez is backed by 
labor organizations and
 West is 
backed by some 









 the director of edu-
cation and 
outreach  for the 
South Bay 
AFL-CIO Labor 
Council in order 
to run for the 
city council 
position. 
She said she 












 comes from 
the labor 
movement. At 




















 policy aide 
and ana-














and  a teacher's 
aide 




Class of '87. 
Chavez 
first decided to 
run  
for city 
council  in October 1997.
 
She said she 
chose to run 
because she 
found aspects of 
District 3, in 




have to find out what
 is 
not working and we need to fig-
ure out how 
to change it," she 
said. 
Chavez's campaign included 
improving neighborhoods in the 
downtown area and making 
them safer. 
She also said she wanted to 
represent all the different areas 
of
 her district because certain 
areas complained
 they do not 
get 
as
 much funding for 
improvements as others. 





"I want to 
extend  the voice of 
working  families," she said. 
According to Chavez, she 
planned on having neighbor-
hoods in her district unite in 
order for them to benefit from 
each other's ideas. 
"We wrote a plan and hope to 
use it as a working plan to get 
neighborhoods together to come 
up with a priority," Chavez said 
Chavez also opposes
 moving 
San Jose City Hall downtown 









threat  to 
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Dr.  Dan Ho 
1996 Atlanta
 summer 








7th St. S.J. Peace Center 1104 
San Jose,













election  supporters Dr. Jeffrey Coe 
of Los Gatos and Suzanne 
Jackson,







 party at the 
Tollhouse  Hotel
 in 
Los  Gatos Tuesday night. 
Campbell:
 
second  win over Lane 
Continued 
from
 page 1 
"I am very 
honored
 that San 
Jose and Santa
 Clara want me to 
represent 
them
 again in 
Congress and I 
will  work hard to 
make them 
proud  of their deci-
sion 
tonight,"  Campbell said.
 
"The people
 have sent their mes-





spent  three 
years  in the California
 Senate 
before being elected to the U.S. 
House of Representatives in a 
special 





Campbell  was re-elect-
ed in 1996, defeating
 Lane with 
65 percent of the vote. 




tion as one of the most 
unpre-
dictable Republicans in the 
House of Representatives.
 
Campbell supports abortion 
rights
 and opposes affirmative 
action. 
"I've always 
opposed the use 
of race by government to sepa-
rate people," Campbell said. 
"Creating discrimination to end 
discrimination is not an accept-
able 
solution." 
Campbell, along with Rep. Zoe 
Lofgren D -San Jose), was a 
strong supporter of the
 H113 visa 
program, which allows high-tech 
companies
 to bring skilled immi-
grants into the 






March  after co-signing a 
House 
bill  that called for the 
Judiciary 
Committee  to investi-
gate 
Presiden  Clinton's impeach-
ment. 
"I called for Congress to stop 
Kenneth Starr's investigation 
and turn everything over to the 
Judiciary 
Committee,"  Campbell 
said. "This whole 
thing  about 
impeachment would've
 already 
had an answer by May if they 
had only taken my advice. We 
would've all been better off." 
Democratic opponent Lane 
criticized Campbell's actions. 
"He has been calling for 
an 
impeachment inquiry since 
March, long before the Starr 
report even came 
out," Lane said 
during an earlier interview. 
"Talk 
about a rush to judgment. 
He knows better than this." 
Campbell cautioned that the 
results of Tuesday's elections 
should not he 
used as the basis 
for





"No one who is going to 
the 
House of Representatives should 
view the results of the election 
as the way they
 should vote 
on 
this in  Campbell said. 
"This
 is a very serious matter 
We
 must all await the recom-
mendation of 
the  Judiciary. 
Committee before we make any 
judgments." 
Despite
 the apparent defeat, 
Lane said he is not discouraged 
about his second loss to 
Campbell. "I am satisfied just 
knowing that more people have 
listened to my message and 
saw 
how conservative my opponent 
is.  
Lane said money was also a 
big factor in the race. 
According  to the Federal 
Election 
Commission's  report on 
the financial activity of House 
campaigns, Campbell spent 
$732,221, 
while  Lane spent 
$13,931. Campbell had 
raised 
$784,309 in individual contribu-
tions, compared to Lane's 
$6,881.
 
Democrat Mike Honda, who 
had endorsed Lane, said 
Campbell's victory was 
expected.  
"No one expects
 him (Lane) to 
win," Honda said. "But that's not 
a loss because he's 
fought the 
battle." 
Honda  added that he sees 
Lane as a -warrior." 
"He did not just turn over the 




 Honda said. 
"Just because Campbell got more 
votes doesn't
 make them (people' 
who voted for Lane) losers. They 
voted fir Lane because they had 
a choice, and that's 
what  democ-









went  on to thank 
her
 
mother,  who fought
 back tears 









still  waiting 
tir my 
kids 









sticked"  over 
150,000  
letters to 




















said.  "I 
wish
































































































ilitililt ,terns trona 
the  tact that 
Gonzales had 
"repeatedly 
refused to meet 
with gr,15S-niots 
community 
groups.-  iiicluding 
those 












 to reach 
ow to 
neighborhoods




 I): mile 
said  
she. 
would first ni 
It
 
with  the 
ne%% and 
returning  members of 
the city council and create a 
team 
to
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ing in Almaden 






are concerned with safety in 







They are also concerned  with the 
city's
 economy. As mayor of 
this
 
city, I will 






































council members and the 
San
 
Jose Police Officers 
.\ssociation  
"If she wins it 
















 The loses 
it 
will
 really weal loss.- 
Ethical
 













Smith  took an early
 lead











the finding cost 
race for 
Santa Clara 




a day after Diaz 
lost  crit- Democratic 
Contra!  
Committee.  





























 Ms. Smith was 
leading  
endorsements.  
Diaz, 14,778 to 10,100. 
Both 
Diaz 










last week said 
Diaz 
to abide by a 10
-point 
code











































Tahoe;  and 
falsely  
claimed
























As middle-aged and elderly 
adults headed to the polls in 
large numbers Tuesday, most 
students headed to class. 
At Saint Paul's United 
Methodist 
Church,  on the corner 
of 10th and 
San Salvador 
streets, volunteer Sal Ssison 
said only 26 people had come
 by 
to vote by 12:30 p.m. 
The church is 
located  across 
the street from Allen, 
Markham  
and Moulder residence 
halls.  
In an informal 
poll
 of 30 stu-
dents, only eight
 said they had 
taken  time to vote or planned to. 
Many students cited a lack of 
time and interest 
as reasons 
why they did 
not vote. 
Physics  student Rasik Desai 
visited the polls. Pointing
 to the 
"I Voted" sticker 
on
 his sleeve, 
Desai said he voted for 
Proposition 
IA and all of the 
Republican candidates. 
Sociology
 student Daniel 
Castillo said he voted in 
Sunnyvale 
before he came to 
campus. 
At the Olinder Neighborhood 
Center at 18th 
and  William 
streets, adults
 lined up and 






Most  came dotted
 the




 like Carol Winn,
 front lawns. 
brought their 
children  along. 
Ellen  and 
John  Pinto 
were 
"I just think 
one 







said, in to 
vote  at one











said  she read about place. 




 voted on 
a Voted" stickers 
displayed  
promi-
few of them. 
nently on their chests. 
"This 
was a mediocre year," "We
 had our little political 
Winn said. "I 
didn't
 feel really meeting over 
breakfast," Ellen 
passionate about 
anything." She said, 
chuckling.  She said she 
did not disclose any 
information
 spent
 two hours this year 
read -
as to 
how  she voted. 
ing the






worked at the John, who
 owns his own real 
polls  for five years. She said 
101 estate business, said 
the nature 
people
  which she considers
 a of his work  
which  is highly 
decent turnout 
 had voted at 
regulated
 by government  
the center by 
Tuesday afternoon. makes 
it imperative that he 
San 
Jose  resident John 
vote. 
Girard said he read 
about  and "The stakes 
are always  high -
voted on all the 
issues on the er," he 
said.  "The business envi-
ballot with the 
exception of two, ronment
 is a culmination of all 
which he declined to 
mention.  the issues at 
hand.  You've got to 
"The trends
 right now in gov- live with the 
decisions other pen-
ernment are for 
controlling  peo- ple make." 
pie's rights,"
 Girard said. He said He 
added  that voting is a 
people should take
 time to edu- privilege. 
cate themselves 
to
 avoid being "Someone who 
doesn't know 
swayed  by other 
opinions.  how to read, and someone who 
A few blocks away, in the knows 
how to read, but doesn't 
Naglee Park 
neighborhood, pick-  it's the same









Opponents   
including
 
California  voters Tuesday
 made ranchers, 
livestock  auctioneers, 
it a felony
 to sell or export 
hors-  the slaughterhouse
 industry and 
es that 
will  be slaughtered 
for  the Libertarian 
Party  said 
people to eat, 
selling
 horses for their meat is 
a 
With 45 percent 
of
 precincts logical 
and  profitable use 
for  
reporting, 




percent  to 41 per- 




 votes  in favor 
750,000 horses, 
or
 about a fifth of 
to 1,283,455 
against,  
all the horses in the country. 
Violators
 of Proposition 
6 While 
horsemeat  isn't served 
could get up 
to three years in 
in U.S. restaurants, 
the  low -fat, 
prison. 
high
-protein  meat goes for as 
Horse 
advocacy  groups 
much  as $15 a pound
 in other 
acknowledged
 that there are 
no







 whose ranks 
Japan. 
included  "Horse Whisperer"
 star It's unclear
 how dependent 
Robert 
Redford, said they 
spon- those 
restaurants  are on 
sored the initiative




 markets,  
agriculture
 officials say 
87,200  
horses were slaughtered in the 
United States in 1997 for all 
pur-
poses  including human con-
sumption. 
That year, 3,112 
California horses were shipped 
out of state, mostly for people to 




 that each year, 
an estimated 10,000 
California  
horses wind 
up as gourmet 
steaks in other countries. 
The initiative's 
approval 
increases one worry of measure
 
foes and supporters 
alike:  Big 
animals are more expensive to 




handle an influx of older 
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credit  card. 
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exact  circumference of the model for the portable cooking  sta-
r.  
rrri Mosby, a senior industrial design major, uses a respirator while 







 to create the models can be 
toxic
 if inhaled 
a 
long  period
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 of a 
bunch
 it  social 
engineers
 who do 
not








voting  No was 
21- yea
 told  Angel Garcia, 
who  
Still it was the only proposition
 
he
 tilt sin 




Garcia said he 
didn't want his 
smoking 
friends  and parents
 to 
IS' stuck with higher prices. 
"I don't think they should be 
penalized." he said. 
Pnsposition  10 was expected 
to generate an estimated $700 
million annually 
for social set.; 
Vit-cS aimed 




including  prenatal 








tax  would 
bring  
California to third -highest in 
the 
nation and 
with the federal tax 
of 24 cents wistild bring ciga-
.. s Li% sled 
10%  a 
rottvs
 to ;avail






said the measure 
is percent 
to





to disburse the money. 
didn't  put 
; sospaien -,stne 
money; in schools and could take 
111 
Lash  










responded  that 










































 by county 
supervisors,  
the 
law specifically is aimed
 at 
preschoolers
 and it contains pro-
visions to transfer funds
 over to 
existing programs




told,  tobacco 
companies
 
had  contributed about $28.5 
mil-
lion 
to oppose Proposition 
10
 as 
of late October. 
About $20 million of that 
came from the
 Phillip Morris 




On the other side, a celebrity 
studded 
roster of endorsers had 





















 grew out of 
Reimers conviction that society 
was neglecting the crucial years 
of birth to age 3, when 90 per-
cent of brain growth 
occurs.
 
Concerned by the lack of pro-
grams aimed at the 
early  years, 





 in the Family," 














LOS ANGELES (AP)  
California's Indian tribes, who 
poured record amounts of money 
into a battle with Nevada casi-
nos over gambling on reserva-
tions, won broad voter approval 
Tuesday to continue running 
their casinos unfettered by state 
control. 
Campaign spending for and 
against the measure was reach-
ing $100 
million, breaking all 
records 
as the Nevada gambling 
interests put their dollars 
against the profits of a handful of 
prosperous
 Indian casinos. 
Proposition 5 won by a com-
fortable margin, with the vast 
majority of black, Hispanic and 
elderly voters supporting 
it, 
according to an exit poll of 
voters
 
conducted by Voter News Service 
for The 
Associated Press and five 
national television outlets. Early 
returns showed 59 percent of 
voters approving the measure, 
and 41 percent casting ballots 
against it. The vote was with 18 
percent of precincts reporting.
 
Proposition 5 is "the first time 
that wealthy business interests
 
have not been allowed to sacri-
fice the lives of Indians and 
future Indians to satisfy their 
greed," said Anthony Pico, chair-
man of the Viejas tribe in San 
Diego County.
 He was surround-
ed by 300 tribal
 members, cus-
tomers, employees and 
campaign  
workers at an 
election night 






















measure.  The 

























CrItleal  Care Nurse 
Internship  Program 
pro% ides the 
education  and skills you 
will  need 
to 
lw ionipetent 
critical  care nurse. The 
inograni is 
designed  tor professional 
nurses  
who 
are  entering critical 
care
 nursing 





annually  or semi-annually by the Mayo 
Department of Nursing. The program includes 
Poo phases 
Phase I - An initial placement 
in
 a paid 
position on 
a medical/surgical patient care 
unit an d Mayo hospital for one year 
Phase II 














196 hours/15.5 days) 
Clinical 
Specialty




Critical care at Mayo Clink will expose you to 
opportunitites
 and experiences that cannot be 
replicated.
 Mayo has more than 170 critical 
care beds on 10 critical
 care units, numerous 
stcpdown
 
beds, and an Emergency/Trauma 
Unit, which is a 
designated  Level I 
regional  
trauma
 center. The application 
deadline is 
February  1, 1111111 with 
program start date 
of 
July 1999. 












 Irmo'', atom, end equal 
orrertimity educafin 
aped  cmployr. 
The  No on 5 group - 
funded 




 worried about new, 
out-
of-state competition  
raised  
about $30 million
 to fight the 
measure.  
Cathy Christian, attorney 
for  
the No on 5 campaign,
 declined 




 but said it would try 
to prove the 
measure
 is unconsti-
tutional. It was not immediately 
known
 who would be listed as 
plaintiffs in the lawsuit, which 
might be filed as early as 
Wednesday.
 
Waltona Manion, a 
spokes-
woman for the Yes on 5 cam-
paign, said, 'The tribes have full 
confidence in defending any con-





Proposition 5, other gambling 
interests like racetrack and card 
club owners in California vowed 
to seek expanded gambling 
authority through the legisla-
ture or a ballot initiative. 
Opponents had warned that 
the measure 
would  lead to the 
spread of unregulated, untaxed 
gambling statewide and they 
saturated  the airwaves with TV 
ads with that message. The 
tribes denied the
 charges in their 





































 5. We 
















 money in 
state.  I think 
they
 provide a lot of 
money and 




was  designed to 
allow the state's 107 
tribes  to 




 they wanted and to 
enter into 
gambling compacts 
with  the gov-
ernor on the 
tribes'  terms. The 
compacts  will go into 
effect 30 
days after being presented to the 
governor, so the opposition coali-
tion must act quickly if it is to 
halt the measure's implementa-
tion. 
Propositions
 go into effect 
the day after passage.
 The tribes 
were expected to present their 
compacts to 
the governor. 
Proposition 5 wqs introduced 
to counter 
Wilson's  push to get 




reached  with the Pala 
Band of Mission Indians earlier 
this year. 
The Pala agreement allowed 
slot -like electronic devices that 
are actually high-speed versions 
of the California Lottery 
and 
also required tribes to abide
 by 
other guidelines set by Wilson. 
The Palas
 have yet  to open a 
casino, but 10 
other tribes  
some 
with and some without 
casinos  have since signed sim-
ilar versions of the same com-
pact. 
Wilson  














































measure  as 














































Monday, January 4, 1999 





 Spartan Bookstore 
II 












 Wahlquist North 
lobby  
 
Parking  garage 
stairwells  
II 


































































Deily censid of paid 
wherlfiring  
and ellerings 
we not approved or 




TEACHERS   AIDES 
Thinking
 about a cereer working with 
chikiwi? The YMCA
 of Santa Clara 
Valey  Is
 row Nang for 
peschool  and 
schookge 
chid  care centers in 
San 
Jose, Cupertino, Santa
 Clara. Los 
Gaos,
 Saratoga, Campbell, 
Everraen and Albans.
 Full and part 
time positions available
 - hours 
'feeble around school. Fun staff 
teams, leat









Teachers  require minimum







physical  education and/ 
or other
 related fields. 
Please
 call 
Beth Profio at 








 awed. School 
Age  Pngram 
in 
Sunnyvale.  %able hours 1-6,
 F/T 
available
 in Summer. 






 F/T Summer. 
Weekends







 CARE perscenel needed 
Monday 
through Friday. Hours 
6:30am
 - 8:00am ard/or 3:15cm - 
6:00crn. Must  have 
6 ECE units and 
experience.  Interested Child Dev. 
students 
pease contact Ws. Nausea 
or
 less DuBaidge by phone: 408/ 
8791000
 or try fan: 
408878.1001.
 





bonus  + incentives. SJSU location. 
Contact 
James 295-4810. 
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER 
P/T,k4F 
12:3115:30pm.
 Work In 
a fast paced, property develop-
ment office. Run errands, misc. 
office work. This could lead to a 
career
 for one of the Bay Area's 
premier development companies. 








K-8 school seeks responsible 
individuals for extended
 daycare. 
P/T intim afternoon. No ECE units 








 OPPORTUNITIES, high 
quality,  licensed 
childcare  centers 
for
 




 Flexible PT/Fr positions 
 Days. Eves. 
Weekends 




 Earn while you learn - 
In 
house training 
 Benefits available 





GROOMER'S ASST/KINNEL NEP 
needed fix small. exclusive shop 
and  kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. Must 
be reliable, honest, able to do 
physical 





Great °pity for dog 
Overt 
$6.50  hr. 
Can FM resume to 408/3770109 
or Call 3719115. 
ACCOUNTING: 
SPARTAN  SHOPS 
is





sails  & 101my 



























Shops,  Inc. 
1125 N. 7111 
St.  San Jose CA 
95112
 































 - Valets needed
 












 parties and 
special 
events in the Los 
Gatos 
area. Must be 
outgoing. friendly, 
and neat in 
appearance. No 
previous
 experience nee. 
Must be 
able 





CDL  and your 



























 ow 6 gas 
provided.  Need valid
 drivers 
Renee.  
Hours  liedble. 
244-4200. 
TUTOR 
WANTED  for 10 
yr oil girt 
















 position to work with 
Autistic 



















 - PT, Teach
 FUN 
Science 
Programs  in 
elementary  
schools.  Need:






Mad  Science 
of

















Saint  John St. San Jose.
 
TUTORS 
NEEDED: Elem. & 
H.S.  
Subjects.
 Earn 515420/hour. 




ATTENTION!! Ready to lose 
those unwanted pounds? 
Get paid to lose weight. 
Safe, natural, Dr. approved. 
Karen (40S) 553-6924 
email: looseinchesehotmailcom 
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell discount subcriptions to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs, 9am-9prn. Downtown 






PAID RIANNIEMEM INTERCOM 
College Works Painting,  a sub-
sidiary of National Services Group 
is 
now hiring for Spring/Summer
 
1999. Duties include interviewing,
 
hiring, 
development  of customer 
relations, control of marketing arid 






Women ages 21-32, Healthy. 
Responsible, All Nationalities. 
Give the Gift of Life!!!
 
$3,300 
stipend & expenses paid. 





PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC 
($00) 
314-9996  
 TEACIIER  INSTRUCTOR  
P/T - 
Elementary  Schools. 
Degree  or Oedential NOT 
Required.  
Opportunity br Teaching Everienoe. 
Need  Car. 
Voce (sat.  NOB) 2E17- 4170 at 408 
EOF_/AAE 
FOOD SOME, ESPRESSO BAR, 
HOSTING. F/T & P/T positions 




restaurant located in 
Sunnyvale.  





to start. Please call 733-9446,
 
ask  for Julia or Wendy. 
WORK FROM NOME 
International Business 
Expanding 
$500- $2,500/mo. Spare Time. 
$3,000 












looking  for students 
to teach driving full/part time.
 
Will train.
 Must be 21. 
$9.00 to start. Call 3614182. 
RECEPTIONIST  




CASHIERS NEEDED to work at 
4th & S.C. 
Chevron. Mini mart, 
flexible hours, several shifts open. 
Please apply in 
person.
 147 E. 
Santa Clara








Work with the 
best
 coffee beans 
and the best human
 beans.
 Our 





 barista positions.  
Competitive pay, on/off
 site 










Apply at 2035 Camden 
Avenue,  
1330 El Paseo, or 1140 Lincoln 
Avenue, Suite C in San Jose, or 
798.1  Blossom Hill Road in Los 
Gatos. We encourage applica-
tions from
 people of all ages. 
races 8, ethnic backgrounds. 
FEET'S
 






Dedicated  Instructor for 
exciting 'hands
 
on  science 
program afterschool, 
3 - 8 hours per week. 
Experience preferred. 
To apply call 
1-800-472-4362 ext. 245/297. 
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMAllY 
PLUS 
seeking infant Toddler, and 
Reechod Teachers and Aides. FR & 
P/T positions available. Substitute 
positions
 
are  also 
available 
that 
offer flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for teacher positions but 
not required for Aide positions. 
Excellent 
°opportunity  for Child 
Development majors. Please 
call
 
Cathy for an 
inteney, at 244-1968 
or fax resume to 248-7350. 
MLR TRAFNC 101100L PART BM 
aealuards & 
eisinings.
 No experience 
necessary.
 Follow our 
lesson plan. 
Met ham good ccirrancabon Vela 
responstie & tellable. 
408971-7557  
Celue Traffic Schcci 








 motivate sales reps. 
20-36
 hrs.




San Jose. 40E1/494CCIO. O. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS 
School year a, summer. Elem. 
school -age rec. program, P/T 
from 
2-6pm. Al -F during the 
school year. Some P/T morning 
positions available 
from approx. 
lam 1_1arn. F/T 
during
 summer day 
camp prog. %Int 
salary. no ECE 




ret at 3543700 it223. 
SAVE
 MART SUPERMARKETS 
JOIN OUR TEAM!! 
We 
are remodeling our stores
 in 
San Jose and Milpitas! 
And Open* a New Saxe it
 Nefertiti 
at 3457 McKee Rd.
 San Jose! 
Positions Available: 
*Grocery Clears *Produce Clerks 
Bakey/Dei Clerks *Service Oinks 
GM Clerk Wee/Seafood Clerks 





and a full benefits package! 
Please see store manager for an 
application etre blowing bcatiors: 
3251 So. White lb. San Jose 
34751141(0e Rd.
 San kee 
1070 Story Rd. 
San Jose 
1641 al:Capitol NeSin low 
21.5W. Calaveras B. Alipites
 
To promote a drugfree work 
environment.
 ma do pa-employment 








WANT TO EARN 








substitute positions as 






 Centers. Etc. 
(408)866-8550 
CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINERS. 
P/T, perform fun science  parties 
on
 
weekend  days. Great 
Pay  + 
Tips! 
You 
pick  days. We train. 
Call:  
Mad Science at 408.262-5437.  
NEED A /OS, FINANCIAL AID 
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP? 
Call now for part time or 
flex time
 opportunities. 

















 for cart drivers for
 week-
ends only. Lots 
of fun and 
earn 





connect you to our 
voicemail.
 
Leave  name and number 
where  





/ Regular Class. 
86.52-811.70/1w. Saratoga School 
District. Cal 4011/11673424x200 
for application 8, 
information.
 
MAKE MONEY NOW 
In Telecommunications and 






 Private Secunty 
We will train you. 
Student Friendly. 
FT. PT, Wiidys
 & Wlinds. 





salary & benefits,  med/dental 







playground. strong team 
environment! Mn. 12 EE units. 
Enjoy your 
work with children! 
Charmer
 Preschool 378-7805, 
Fax resume to 378-4121. 
SMALL WORLD 
SCHOOLS  
is hiring Teachers. Aides & Subs 
for their School Age Child Care 
Centers in San Jose ECE 
a).  







 Training. and a 
Great Work Environment 
If
 you are interested call 
(408) 21319200 ext 21 
$ EARN EXTRA 
CASH $ 
up to $600/month! 
Become a 
Sperm  Donor. 










NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Great Job for Students. 
F/T or P/T All Shifts 
Available 
Permanent
 Shifts & Schedules 
Top Pay 
w/
 Many Benefits! 
Call or apply in person, 
(408)  286-5880 
555 D Meridian Ave. SJ. 
batman 
Sal Calce & Palmccr. 
taleidtwCar1aidPwtyse.
 
USE A PHONE LATELY? 
Licensed public
 utility.
 NY stock 
exchange telecomrnjnrcations 
company is looking for you. 
Earn unlimited residual income. 
International  expansion corning 






571 N. 3rd St. 
Minimun 12 Early Childhood 
Ed. 
units required. 









the SJSU Ski & 
Snowboard Club. Includes 
flight out 
of SJ. full condos 5 
night 
stay, 4 of 5 day lift
 
pass, 2 hot tubs, parties & great 
snow. 
Students  & non -students.
 










Book available at any 
Chnstian Science Reading Room 
For locations call 408/867-8255 
fflUMn 
PAY YOUR TUMOR giving away 





 For WEB SURFERS: 
http://wamtel3.com/0098544/
 
or cal me at 18311712010. 









 8, H S. 




111414GUAL TUTORIAL CENTER 
Math:
 Algebra - Geometry 
Statistics  Trig - Calculus 
Physics: Mechanics Electnc 
SAT-







 All levels 
Call: Michael 408-298.7576 
tutor907630ceicorn
 
ENGUSH EDITING & TUTORING 
Expenenced with the
 needs of 
Foreign Students,  






ard/Or Cal Jessica 408/978-8034 
SJSU






 GUITARIST now 
accepting students who wish to 










any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock, 
Fusion. Funk, Reggae. or Folk. 






$60/rno for 12 
rnonthsSlixaout
 
















 & Upgrades 
5% Student/Fac
 Discount w/ID 
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ. 
between  







Highest quality writing, editing, 
ghostwriting. Essays. application 
statements,
 reports, etc. 










 writing tips now available at 
WVAV.seadittrievaldritconi  
POST 
YOUR  RESUMEen the WEB 
For $35 - post on 15 Web sites. 











Send salary req. + F/T or P/T. 
Sam money and time! 




Have  your papers inspected for 








 price quote today! 




 PLAN I 





For info call 1-800-6553225. 
IDIMPRWEMNEI 
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED* 
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term 
Papers. Nursing, Group Projects. 
Rewires.
 Al Formats, Specializing 
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
 
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ as Ev. 
PAM'S 
PROFESS/OVAL WORD PROCESSING. 
2471681.  8arn-8pm. 






applications  for 
tied/law
 
school. etc. Tape transcription.
 
Fax 
Machine.  Notary Public,  
Call 
Anna at 972-4992. 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses. Term Papers. Resumes, 





 in APA. Tape 
transcription. Fax machine. 
Experienced.
 dependable,  quick 
retum. Almaden/Branham area. 
Call Linda (408) 264-4504. 
UMM
 
LINDY HOP & ZYDECO
 DANCES. 














Serving  SJSU for 
20 years 
'Great
 Rates for Good
 Df7%e15-






















93 LEGEND. LS. at, a/c,  
full corms. 
rims new,  2dr. $18000. 




condition. $5000. Tony 
2887. 4085474626.  
DAILY CLASSIFIED - 





Print your ad 
here.  Line is 30 spaces, 
including  letters, numbers, 








Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One Two 
Three 
Day Days Deys 
3 Ines 




































 Per 071 
First 
hie
 25 spaces) NA 
in









3-9 lines: $70  
10-14 Inas: $90 
15-19 Ines: $110 
Mann  
hew 
( )  
Swat 
check  or money order la 




Uf San Joss CA 951r29-011119 
 Ousilled dealt is locairal in MAIN Braila HA Room 209. 
II Deadline: 10:00 a.m.
 two weekdays
 before publication. 




U No rekindle on canceled
 ads. 
 Raise for 
















_ Reel Estate 
_Announcements'
 Sennotie 







Sale'  _Entertainment' 










 available for 
these  classifications.









"Lost & Found ads are offered
 free, 3 
lines
 for 3 days, as a 
service









w/panoramic  view 
of 








deposit.  For appointment.
 




 only, no 
kids. 
5000+ SQ. ff.
 CUSTOM NOME 
to share in 
Si. located on a 



















studio/basement apartment. Would 
consider helping the 
elderly
 at their 
home in exchange for, or in partial 
payment of. rent. Have 
references  
Contact Robert Stevenson. 8923 
SE Vance 
Ave.  Portland,  OR 97216. 
Phone
 
15031  256-3426. E-mail: 
cybeemergraol.com or FAX to 
(503) 
2571m,
 Cascade College, c/o 
Flea. 
Office
 re. Robert Stevenson. 
REIMLEMING 
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BORM APTS 
Live in luxury and 
walk  to school! 
We offer a pool,  spa, sauna,  full 
gym, on -site management. all
 
appliances included. central A/C. 
Stop by today for a tour. 
Open Monday thru Saturday.  
THE COLONNADE 









 Close To Campus 





576 South Fifth Street 
(40131 295-6893.
 
HEALTH & BEAUTY 
MEN  & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing 
or using 
chemicals.  Let us 
permanently





- Bikini  Chin
 Tummy etc. 
Students & faculty receive
 15% 
discount. First appt. 1/2 
pee if 
made before 12/31/913. 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 




 TUNNEL SYNDROME 
Hand 
numbness.  Tingling 
sensation. Loss 
of fine touch. 
Accidentally 
dropping  things/ 




not necessarily CTS. 
Call for 
free  consultation. 









UYour  own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Bayvvood Ave. 
San Jose. 
247.74S6 
Certain advertisements In 
these 
columns  may rotor the 
reader to speak telephone 
numbers or addr   for 
additional information. 
ChissIlled readers should be 
reminded 
Met, when making 
these further contacts, they 





money for goods or services 
In
 
addition,  readers should 
carefully investigate ad lime 

























Pop  up 
19 Kilt teature 
20
















































 Frosty,  for
 one 
58 

































1 Sleeps in a 
tent 
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
MU COMB 
=MOM  
RUM  URWOM mom 
MOUMNUOMM MUMMA 
MOM  00111510 










MORR =MHO ROMO 
IMMO MOOR 
000012 UMORQUOOM 
=IMMO MOORR WOR 










4 More spiteful 32 Gabs 
5 Not 




cooler  34 Pietre's 
motcer  


















concert 46 Monotoncus 
11 






























 girl 60 Nonfat 
27 Spnng month 61 Knitting term 
29 St crossers 
65 - close for 
30 Hula -dance comfort 
feast  66 Jogged 


























































































































































precincts  reporting: 50 









































Barbara Bourdette (NL) 
2%, 61,296 
Gary R. Ramos (P&F) 
2%, 51,875 








Kennita Watson (L) 
22%, 360,748 
Percentage of precincts













 of precincts reporting: 25 
JUDICIAL
 






 - 25%, 1,308,195 
For Associate
 Justice of the Supreme Court 
Ming William Chin (Y/N) 
69%, 3,593,062
 - 31%, 1,610,698 
Janice R. 
















 of precincts reporting: 
25 
CITY 

















































Ryan Oleini Spartan 
Daily  
An anxious 
voter  waits in the front row to 
hear candidates speak dates
 showed up to support their party
 during elections. 
Tuesday night 





Proposition  1A -School Bond 
58 percent of 
precincts reporting 
x -Yes, 
2,500,853  - 62 percent 
No, 1,554,774 - 38 percent 
Proposition 1 -Property Taxes 




2,330,654  - 70 percent 




49 percent of precinct
 s reporting 
x -Yes, 2,413,191 - 75 percent 
No, 
803,770







percent  of precincts repo orting
 
Yes, 1,747,061 - 45 percent 
x -No, 2,113,154
 - 55 percent
 
Proposition 4 -Trapping 
50 
percent
 of precincts reporting 
x -Yes, 
1,903,358  - 56 percent 
No, 
1,517,879 - 44 percent 
Proposition 5 -Tribal Casinos 
55 percent of precincts reporting 






Proposition  6-11orsemeat 
58 percent of precincts reporting 
x -Yes, 2,426,874 - 59 percent 
No, 
1,662,723
 - 41 
percent  
Proposition 7 -Air Quality 
58 
pel-cent  of precincts reporting 
Yes, 
1,684,585 - 43 
percent 
x -No, 2,263,911 - 57 percent 
Proposition 8
-Class  Size 
47 percent of precincts reporting 
Yes,
 1,268,575 - 38 percent 
x -No, 2,038,112 -62 percent 
Proposition 9 -Electric Utilities 
47 percent of precincts 
reporting 
Yes, 877,049 - 27 percent 
x -No, 
2,368,668  - 73 percent 
Proposition 10 -Tobacco Surtax 
58 percent
 of precincts reporting 
Yes,




Proposition 11 -Sales Tax 
Sharing
 
58 percent of precincts reporting 
x -Yes, 2,004,455 - 53 percent 








page  1 
results announced at 9  p.m. One 
hour laterm, the crowd of 
Gonzales  supporters cheered as 
he jumped ahead by one percent 
getting him 50.5 percent of the 
votes.  
Gonzales
 party -goers Tuesday 
night were confident of a win. 
'We never thought we would 
lose from the start. This is a win-
ning campaign and everyone 
involved  
in helping my 
brother 













who worked on 
his campaigm. 
-This is 




Slw said Gonzales will not 
continue working at Hewlett-
Packard Co headquarters 
in 
Palo Alto if he's elected mayor 




Egan. chairperson for the com-
mission of the status of women 
tin. Santa Clara County, worked 
with Gonzales
 when he was a 





Gonzales  will be a 
great
 mayor because 
he really 
cares about 
people and the com-




 they worked together 
on getting the Role Model 
Program  off the ground, which 
helps youths stay off drugs and 
stay in school. 
"He walks the talk. I've seen 
him do 
it," Egan said. 
A volunteer for  the Gonzales 
campaign, SJSU student Leo 
Cortez,
 said Gonzales will focus 




fight  to have the 




In an interview 




Gonzales  said he was also instru-
mental in getting
 the Altamont 
Commuter Express program 
started. 
The
 Altamont Express Train 
run from Stockton 
with  stops 
along the way to San Jose. 
Well-known endorsers of 
Gonzales, such as Mayor Susan 
Hammer, 
Congresswoman  Zoe 
Lofgren
 and San Jose City 
Council member George 












WASHINGTON  (AP) - 
Staging
 a strategy huddle on 
Social  Security 
ref,r-n, 
President Clinton
 was putt;ng 
meat into his 
morning -after cele-
bration  of the election as a victo-





that t he 
Deniocrats  went out 
with a positive
 message on 
the 
issues, offered the 
voters a u 
clear choice and the 
early II 







House  press 
secretary Joe Lockhart 
said. 
To lend his 
own emphasis 
to this message, 
Clinton 
was 






with his top economic advis-
ers. 
He wanted 'to




term solution for the viability 
of
 Social Security ... and the 
president wanted to get on 
this immediately," Lockhart 
said Tuesday. 
Clinton spent much of elec-
tion night in White House 
chief of staff John Podesta's 
House seats and eight Senate 
seats. 
"If you look at history - the 
historical precedent - and you 
also look at the amount by which 
Democrats 
were outspent, I 
think the early returns are 
encouraging, and encouraging 










 on the issues ... 
(and)
 offered the vot-
ers a clear choice. 
office, where he peered 
over 
his political director's 
shoulder,  
tracking returns on the 
Internet.  
He made dozens of congratulato-
ry telephone calls to victorious 
Democrats. 
White
 House aides 
gleefully  
pointed out that 
historically,  a 
sixth -year incumbent 
in the 
White House could 
expect
 to see 
his party lose an average 
of
 48 
Pressed to say 
whether  other 
key victories - 
particularly  the 
ouster of two 
chief  Clinton neme-
ses, GOP Sens.
 Alfonse D'Atnato 
of New York and 
Lauch Faircloth 
of North Carolina
 -  took the 
steam  out of the 
Republican -led 





"That's  a ques-
  tion to ask the Republicans." 
- Joe Lockhart 
White House press secretary 





Clinton was especially 
encouraged by the South 
Carolina and Alabama gover-
nors'
 races, where the winning 
Democrats'  campaigns centered 
on 
increasing  investment in edu-





ing the polls Tuesday offered a 
mixed message for Clinton. Six 
in 10 said 
Congress  should 
drop the whole
 Lewinsky mat-
ter without even holding
 hear-








Overall,  a solid 
majority 




 At the same






 lead the 
nation had
 been 
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